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ABSTRACT

INCORPORATING FUNCTIONALLY GRADED MATERIALS AND
PRECIPITATION HARDENING INTO MICROSTRUCTURE
SENSITIVE DESIGN

Mark Edward Lyon
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

The methods of MSD are applied to the design of functionally graded materials.
Analysis models are presented to allow the design of compliant derailleur for a case study
and constraints are placed on the design. Several methods are presented for relating
elements of the microstructure to the properties of the material, including Taylor yield
theory, Hill elastic bounds, and precipitation hardening.
Applying n-point statistics to the MSD framework is also discussed. Some results
are presented for the information content of the 2-point correlation statistics that follow
from the methods used to integrate functionally graded materials into MSD.
For the compliant beam case study, the best design (98%Al-2%Li) was a 97%
improvement over the worst (100%Al). The improvements were primarily due to the
precipitation hardening, although anisotropy also significantly impacted the design.

Under the constraints for the design, allowing the beam to be functionally graded had
little effect on the overall design, unless there was significant stiffening occurring along
with particulate formation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Microstructure Sensitive Design (MSD) was introduced by Adams et. al. (2001)
as a design framework that allows a mechanical designer to incorporate a wider range of
material properties into the design process. Manipulating the micro-scale structural
details of the material produces this extended range of properties. MSD gives the
designer an opportunity to see both the property range available and the impact that the
microstructure can have on the overall design.
The essence of MSD is that statistical measures of the distribution and correlation
of microstructure details of a material sample can be expressed by a series representation.
The detail of statistics used may be chosen such that two material samples produced
under the same conditions will exhibit the same statistics, even though the samples may
not be identical. A series representation of the statistics becomes a multidimensional
design space where the properties of the material are functions of the location in that
space. Because of the form of the series representation of the statistics, a sequence of
linear programming problems can be solved to bound the physically realizable set of
statistics, termed the “microstructure hull” (see Adams et. al. 2001, 2003). With the
experience of a material processing specialist, the microstructure hull can be further
divided, and regions can be identified which contain the statistics of microstructures that
can be produced efficiently. The identified regions can then be searched, using a variety
of numerical techniques, to determine the relevant statistics with the best properties for a
specific design problem. If the available processing methods are understood and
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categorized well enough, the processing path for a particular solution could then be
determined.
To illustrate the method, consider the design of an axially-loaded orthotropic plate
with a small hole producing a stress concentration in the region around the hole, as shown
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Stress concentration that develops in an axially-loaded orthotropic plate.

From elasticity theory it is known that for an isotropic plate, the ratio of the maximum
stress to the average stress at the center of the plate will be equal to 3, for a sufficiently
small hole (see Norton 1998). Further it is known that if the material is anisotropic, the
ratio (or stress concentration factor) is a function of the coefficients of the compliance
tensor (see Leknitskii 1963 and Ko 1985).
Crystalline materials, including metals and ceramics, are inherently anisotropic. It
is normally assumed that the orientation of the grains in metals is completely random and
that the grains are normally much smaller than the object of interest. Under these
conditions the material will tend to behave isotropically. However, during processing,
2

grains are often rotated toward particular orientations and the material can exhibit strong
anisotropic behavior. It has been shown that the orientation of these grains can have a
significant impact on the stress concentration factor that develops in an anisotropic plate
(see Henrie et. al. 2002; Kalidindi et. al. 2003; and Lyon and Adams 2003).
Knowing that the orientation of the grains in the orthotropic plate of Fig. 1 can
significantly reduce the stress concentration factor, MSD is implemented to determine an
orientation distribution for the plate that will yield an improvement in performance by
lowering the stress concentration factor. Leknitskii’s (1963) anisotropic solution for the
stress concentration factor of a plate loaded on a principle axis of orthotropy is
k = 1+

4 ⋅ S 66 + 2 ⋅ S12
S
+ 2 22 ,
S11
S11

(1)

where k is the stress concentration factor and S ij are the coefficients of the compliance
tensor that describe the elastic properties of the material.
An appropriate series representation for orientation has been developed and
properties, including volume average estimates of elastic properties (see Hill 1952), have
been expressed in that space by Bunge (1965, 1979, and 1993). Using cubicorthorhombic symmetrized generalized spherical harmonics as the basis functions for the
space, the components of the compliance tensor can be expressed in a series
representation with only four non-zero terms (see Henrie 2002),
S ijkl ( g ) = V011( ijkl )T&&&011 + V410( ijkl )T&&&410 ( g ) + V412( ijkl )T&&&412 ( g ) + V414( ijkl )T&&&414 ( g ) ,

(2)

where T&&&l un (g ) are the generalized spherical harmonic functions and Vl un
( ijkl ) are

coefficients relating the harmonic functions to the components of the compliance tensor
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for a particular alloy (Note: T&&&011 = 1 ). Averaging over a particular distribution of
orientation yields
S ijkl = V

11
0 ( ijkl )

+

V410( ijkl ) C 410 + V412( ijkl ) C 412 + V414( ijkl ) C 414
9

,

(3)

where Clun are coefficients of orientation distribution related to the harmonic functions.
The coefficients are described in more detail in Section 3.1. Eq(3) can be expressed in a
more compact and descriptive form as
3

S ijkl = V0 ( ijkl ) + ∑Vn ( ijkl ) X n .

(4)

n =1

The coefficients X n in Eq. (4) are directly related to the coefficients, Clun , describing the
orientation distribution. Calculation of the coefficients Vn (ijkl ) for Cu yields
S11 = 0.9124 + 0.2876 ⋅ X 1 − 0.4286 ⋅ X 2 + 0.5670 ⋅ X 3

(5)

S12 = −0.3362 + 0.0958 ⋅ X 1 + 0.0958 ⋅ X 2

(6)

S 22 = 0.9124 + 0.2876 ⋅ X 1 + 0.4286 ⋅ X 2 + 0.5670 ⋅ X 3

(7)

S 66 = 0.6243 + 0.0958 ⋅ X 1 − 0.5670 ⋅ X 3 ,

(8)

where X n have become the basis vectors of an elastic design space.
In order to illustrate the method of MSD the value of X 3 will be set to 4/9, reducing
the problem to one of only two dimensions. Now substituting Eqs. (5-8) into Eq. (1)
yields
k = 1+

0.8170 + 0.5752 ⋅ X 1 + 0.1917 ⋅ X 2
1.164 + 0.2876 ⋅ X 1 + 0.4286 ⋅ X 2
+2
.
1.164 + 0.2876 ⋅ X 1 − 0.4286 ⋅ X 2
1.164 + 0.2876 ⋅ X 1 − 0.4286 ⋅ X 2

4

(9)

Using the volume average estimates for the elastic constants in Leknitskii’s equation
introduces some error, but for the texture evaluated by Mason (1999), the error was less
than 1% from the true value. Figure 2 shows Eq. (9) plotted as contours in the twodimensional design space.

3.0
2.9
2.8

X2
2.7

2.6

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

X1
Figure 2: The design space X 1 , X 2 with contours of the stress concentration factor, k, given in Eq. (9)

The minimum for the stress concentration factor is reached when both X 1 and X 2
are at –1, but it is not clear if that would represent a real orientation distribution. If there
is not a distribution with those coefficients, then the predicted microstructure would be
fictitious. The boundary of the region of real microstructures can be obtained by solving a
linear programming problem. The method for solving this type of problem will be
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presented in Chapter 5. Figure 3 shows the boundary for all physically realizable
microstructures.
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Figure 3: The design space X 1 , X 2 with contours of the stress concentration factor, k, given in Eq. (9)
and boundary for the set of all physically realizable orientation distributions.

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the location in the design space with the lowest stress
concentration factor is X 1 = −.13 and X 2 = −.68 . The resulting stress concentration is
20% lower than the isotropic approximation. Over the full range of the variable X 3 the
lowest stress concentration factor is 2.2, a 27% improvement over the isotropic
approximation (see Henrie et. al. 2002).
Once the region of all physically realizable statistics has been identified, the
bounded region could be further reduced, based on the experience of a materials
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processing specialist, to exclude orientation distributions that are difficult or costly to
produce, as dictated by the overall design goals. For example, the texture index (see
Strucken and Croach 1963) is a measure of the severity or distinctness of a particular
orientation distribution. If the processor wished to limit feasible microstructures to a
given severity value, the constraint would appear as shown in Fig. 4, a circle centered at
the origin. All the orientations within the circle would have a texture severity less than
the limit, which in this case was approximately 1.25. It should be noted that although
elastic properties can be expressed in only three terms of the series expansion, the texture
index will only approximate the true value when the series is truncated.
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2.5

X1
Figure 4: The design space X 1 , X 2 with contours of the stress concentration factor, k, given in Eq. (9)
and boundary for all orientation distributions with a limiting texture index.
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For the purposes of the present study it will be assumed that all physically realizable
structures can potentially be produced and thus will be included in the analysis.
From Fig. 3 or Fig. 4, a designer can quickly identify the values for X 1 and X 2
which will best suit the design application. In this case, choosing X 1 to be around –0.2
and X 2 to be around –0.7 would yield a stress concentration factor of less than 2.4. This
is a significant improvement over the isotropic solution of 3. From these values for X 1
and X 2 a set of solution microstructures can easily be identified. If one were concerned
about the effect that changing the stress concentration has on the yielding of the material,
then a model such as Taylor’s full constraints yield model could be used as well. The
ratio of the Taylor yield factor to the stress concentration factor could then be plotted in
Fig. 3, instead of stress concentration alone. Additional models could be implemented in
a similar manner.
Often in working with crystalline materials, if anisotropy is being considered, the
material is allowed to be of one orientation only. In general, single orientation
microstructures are expensive to produce and are used only in highly constrained design.
If the design problem were reduced to only consider single orientation microstructures,
the resulting feasible region of the design space would be as shown in Fig. 5. The region
of realizable microstructures is reduced in Fig. 5 by a region that is only accessible by
polycrystalline microstructures. This region is often ignored in the design process, even
though it produces microstructures with the potential for significantly improved
properties. Since MSD is based on statistics, the full region in Fig. 3 can be considered,
along with the single orientation microstructures, and can be implemented by the
designer depending on the processing paths available.

8

3.0
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X1
Figure 5: The design space X 1 , X 2 with contours of the stress concentration factor, k, given in Eq. (9).
The dark boundary indicates the region accessible by single orientation microstructures.

The remainder of this thesis will apply the method of MSD to a more complicated
problem involving the large deflections of a compliant beam. The problem is motivated
by the design of a compliant bicycle derailleur. The next chapter introduces the design
requirements and constraints as well as the analysis model that will be used to evaluate
the design. Chapter 3 introduces the relevant homogenization and microstructure models
for the compliant beam and integrates them into the MSD framework. Chapter 4 deals
with the specific methods required to extend MSD to incorporate functionally graded
materials. Chapter 5 discusses the methods used to bound the set of realizable
microstructures. The two-dimensional example just presented could have been solved
visually, but in practice the problems are of a higher dimension and therefore require a
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more mathematical method of solution. Chapter 5 also briefly describes methods to
identify superior microstructures for the design. Chapter 6 is dedicated to a discussion of
the results of MSD for the compliant derailleur and Chapter 7 presents conclusions and
recommendations for future work.
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2 CASE STUDY: COMPLIANT BICYCLE DERAILLEUR
For a component of a design to be functionally graded, it implies the properties of
the material change depending on the location within the part. It also implies that the
change was engineered to improve the performance of the component. MSD is a
framework within which the microstructure of the component can be optimized to
improve the performance, but it requires models relating the microstructure to the
properties. For functionally graded materials, MSD additionally requires a model that
relates change of properties at different locations to the overall design performance. The
purpose of this chapter is to present the analysis model that will be used for the case
study to link the spatially graded properties to the performance of a compliant derailleur.
2.1

Design Requirements
Compliant mechanisms can have many advantages over standard mechanisms,

including fewer parts and lower production costs (see Howell 2002). The design of a
compliant bicycle derailleur is challenging since force requirements suggest the need of a
metal compliant beam, but it also must be as light as possible, in order to appeal to the
largest portion of the market. It also must maintain a large range of motion without
failure. This study will focus on the main component of the derailleur, the complaint
beam. The goal is to obtain adequate deflection to reach all the gears without yielding,
constrain the forces in the beam, and minimize the weight of the beam.
A diagram of the beam to be designed is shown in Fig. 6, with w being the width
of the beam into the page and F being the applied force on the end of the beam.
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c
d

l

Figure 6: Diagram of a compliant beam to be used within a Bicycle derailleur.

The primary goal of the design is a minimization of the weight of the beam, which is
equal to the volume times the density, ρ ; therefore, the quantity ρlwc is to be
minimized. The beam must be capable of reaching a maximum deflection, d max , of
approximately 3 cm. without yielding, in order to reach all the gears. At a deflection of 1
cm., the restoring force, F1.0 , in the beam must be greater than an estimated 0.2 N to
ensure the beam can return to its original position when released. The force at a
deflection of 3 cm. should not exceed an estimated 1.0 N to ensure ease of use and meet
strength limitations of other components of the derailleur system. Geometric limitations
on the size of the beam will require that the width be not more than 20 times the thickness
and that the length be not more than 20 times the width. These requirements will make
the compliant beam easier to produce and handle. A summary table of the design
requirements is listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Sample design requirements for the compliant derailleur (see Fig. 6).

2.2

Design Variables

Constraints

ρlwc

minimized

d max

≥ 3.0 cm.

F1.0

≥ 0.2 N.

F3.0

≤ 1.0 N.

l

≤ 20 ⋅ w

w

≤ 20 ⋅ c

Analysis Method: Chain Algorithm
A standard method to evaluate the strains and stresses produced in the deflection

of beams is to make approximations for small deflections (see Gere and Timoshenko
1997). Fig. 7 shows the geometry used to make one such approximation on a compliant
beam with an applied bending moment, forcing uniform bending in the beam. From Fig.
7 and with trigonometry, it can be seen that

ρ − d = ρ ⋅ cos(θ ) ,

(10)

where ρ is the radius of curvature for the beam, d is the deflection of the beam, and θ is
the angle made between the ends of the beam. It can also be shown that
l ′ = ρ ⋅ sin(θ ) ,

(11)

where l ′ is the length of the beam perpendicular to one of the ends. If the deflection is
small, then l ′ can be replaced with l and the deflection can be calculated as
d = ρ (1 − cos(sin −1 (l / ρ ))) .

(12)

Eq. (12) can be further simplified by making a small angle approximation.
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θ

ρ

l′
d

Figure 7: Radius of curvature for a compliant beam with uniform bending.

If the deflection is known, a corresponding value for the radius of curvature can be found
by using Eq. (12). From the radius of curvature, the strain on the bottom of the beam is
given by

εx =

c
,
2ρ

(13)

which can be related to the stress by Hooke’s law.
The above approximation becomes inaccurate as the difference between l and l ′
increases. One method that has been introduced to solve problems involving large
deflections is the chain algorithm (see Howell 2002). The method breaks up the beam
into smaller segments and applies the small deflection approximations to each segment.
The more segments that are used the more accurate the results will be. Figure 8 illustrates
how the method works.
14

ρ

d

Figure 8: Beam with uniform bending broken into segments for analysis.

Examining Fig. 8, one can see that by constructing a set of right triangles in
between each set of radii, the curve of the beam is closely followed and therefore the
deflection is accurately approximated. It has been shown that with 8 segments, the chain
algorithm can provide very accurate results compared with Finite Element simulations for
large deflections (see Lyon, S. 2003).
Applying the chain algorithm to a beam with an applied force on the end involves
breaking up the beam and iteratively estimating the reaction moment in the support. Fig.
9 shows an example of the segmented beam broken to show the internal forces.
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F

M2

F

F

M1

θ2
F

θ1

MR

F
F
Figure 9: Compliant Beam broken into three segments, showing forces.

The force, F, is constant in every segment of the beam. The reaction moment, M R , in the
first segment is approximated. Summing the forces about the left end of the first segment
yields
M1 = M R −

Fl
.
3

(14)

Summing the forces about the left end of the second segment yields

M 2 = M1 −

Fl cos(θ1 )
,
3

(15)

where the angle, θ1 , is given by

θ1 =

Fl 2 + 6M 1l
.
18E1 I

(16)

Summing forces on the left end of the third segment yields
0 = M2 −

Fl cos(θ1 + θ 2 )
,
3

(17)

where the angle, θ 2 , is given by
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Fl 2 cos(θ1 ) + 6M 2l
.
θ2 =
18E2 I

(18)

The quantity E j is the appropriate elastic stiffness coefficient for the jth segment of the
beam. The quantity I is the mass moment inertia about the central axis of the beam
segment. If the choice for M R is correct then Eq. (17) will hold. If Eq. (17) does not hold
then the value of M R must be adjusted until it does. This can be accomplished by simply
subtracting a small portion of the value on right hand side of Eq. (17).
Once the correct values for M R , M 1 , M 2 , θ1 , and θ 2 have been found, the
deflection may be calculated as
d=

l (sin(θ1 ) + sin(θ1 + θ 2 )) Fl 3  1 cos 2 (θ1 ) cos 2 (θ1 + θ 2 ) 


+
+
+
3
81I  E1 I
E2 I
E3 I

l 2  M 1 M 2 cos(θ1 ) 


+
+
18I  E1
E2


.

(19)

Generalizing the previous results for N segments yields the following equations:
 i −1 
Fl cos ∑ θ j 
 j =1  ,
M i = M i −1 −
N

(20)

MN = 0,

(21)

 i −1 
Fl 2 cos ∑ θ j  + 2 NM i l
 j =1 
,
θi =
2 N 2 Ei I

(22)

 i −1 
 i −1 
 i −1 
l sin  ∑ θ j  Fl 3 cos 2  ∑ θ j  l 2 M i cos ∑ θ j 
 j =1  +
 j =1  +
 j =1  ,
di =
3
2
N
3 N Ei I
2 N Ei I

and
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(23)

N

d = ∑ dk .

(24)

k =1

With Eqs. (20-24), the deflection of a compliant beam can be calculated. The inverse
problem of determining the force required to reach a certain deflection can also be solved
for by using optimization techniques.
Applying this technique to a functionally graded beam is straightforward. The two
critical properties for the beam in this model are the elastic modulus, which is allowed to
change in each segment by Eqs. (22) and (23), and the yield strength. The yield strength
enters into the problem as a constraint on the bending moments in the segments. The
maximum bending stress in a particular segment is given by

σi =

M i −1c
.
2I

(25)

Therefore the constraint that no segment of beam may yield can be formulated in terms of
the yield strength for each segment, σ Yi , as

σ Yi ≥

M i −1c
.
2I

(26)

The chain algorithm is a powerful tool for designing compliant beams but will not work
for a general design problem. FE modeling and higher-order homogenization are tools
that can be used in a more general sense to make the link between a design’s performance
and its functionally graded material properties.
2.3

Geometric Optimization

This discussion would not be complete without mentioning the dependence of
performance on the geometry of the beam. The geometry directly controls the total
volume of material, which we wish to optimize and significantly affects the performance.

18

The length enters into Eqs. (20-23) directly and the width and thickness enter into the
mass moment of inertia that appears in Eqs. (22) and (23), which is given by

wc 3
I=
.
12

(26)

One of the primary benefits of MSD is that the optimization of both the beam’s geometry
and material properties will take place simultaneously. Additionally, allowing the beam
geometry to vary with length across the beam can be accomplished by adding subscripts
to the mass moments of inertia in Eqs. (22) and (23).
With the above analysis, the performance of the beam can now be calculated, if
the beam’s geometry is known, as well as the yield strength and modulus of each segment
of the beam.

19
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3

CRYSTALLINE ORIENTATION, YIELDING, ELASTICITY
Chapter 2 showed how the chain algorithm could be used to relate the

performance of a compliant beam to the material properties of the beam, when those
properties are allowed to change in each segment of the beam. This chapter will make the
link between the properties in a segment to two important features of the microstructure:
crystalline orientation and precipitation hardening.
3.1

Fourier Expansion of the Orientation Distribution
The atoms of certain materials, including metals, are aligned into special

repeating structures called crystal lattices. The lattice that will be of primary importance
in this thesis is face-centered cubic. Recent advances have allowed the orientations of
these lattices within a sample to be measured in an automated fashion with ever
increasing speed and accuracy (see Dingley 2000). The ability to quickly obtain
information on the orientation distribution of lattices in a sample has given the researcher
greater ability to study the effect of texture on material properties and performance yet
challenges still remain. Although significant research on textures has been done, the
impact it has had on the standard design process has been minimal due to the added
complexities of anisotropy. One of the goals of MSD is to provide a framework for
design that will allow more complicated features of materials, specifically those relating
to the microstructure of the material, to become an integral part of the design process.
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One method of describing the orientation distribution within a material is given as
a series expansion with the generalized spherical harmonic functions used as the basis
vectors (see Bunge 1993). Such an expansion would take the form
∞

l

l

f ( g ) = ∑ ∑ ∑ ClunTl un ( g ) .

(27)

l =0 u = − l n =− l

Symmetries present within the crystalline lattice or symmetries inherent to the sample
itself can be used to reduce the number of terms in the series expansion. For the case of
cubic-orthorhombic symmetry the distribution equation becomes
f (g) =

∞ M (l ) l

∑ ∑ ∑C

l =0 , 4 u =1 2 n =0

T&&& ( g ) ,

un un
l
l

(28)

where f(g)dg is the volume fraction of material with orientation within dg of g. The
functions T&&&l un (g ) are the cubic-orthorhombic symmetrized versions of the generalized

spherical harmonic functions given by Bunge (1993). The quantity M(l) is also given by
Bunge (1993) for the case of cubic symmetry.
Given a discrete set of data, as would be measured with modern electron backscatter techniques, the coefficients Clun , describing the orientation distribution, may be
calculated. Assuming that orientation distribution is that of a single crystal, Eq. (28) can
be expressed as
f (g) = δ (gi ) =

∞ M (l ) l

∑ ∑ ∑C

l = 0 , 4 u =1 2 n = 0

T&&& ( g ) ,

un un
l
l

(29)

where δ ( g i ) is shorthand for the Dirac delta function δ ( g − g i ) . The coefficients for the
above distribution can be calculated by exploiting the orthonormality of the harmonic
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functions. Multiplying by T&&&l′u′n′ ( g ) and then integrating over the region SO 3 / G

describing all unique orientations yields

& u′n′
∫∫∫δ ( g i )T&&l′ ( g )dg =

SO 3 / G

∞ M (l ) l

∫∫∫ ∑ ∑ ∑ C

SO 3 / G l = 0 , 4 u =1 2 n = 0

T&&& ( g )T&&&l ′u′n′ ( g )dg ,

un un
l
l

(30)

which when simplified using the orthogonality of the generalized spherical harmonic
functions
& un ( g )T&&&u′n′ ( g )dg = δ ll ′δ uu′δ nn′ ,
l
l′
2l + 1
SO 3 / G

∫∫∫T&&

(31)

yields
& u′n′
∫∫∫δ ( g i )T&&l′ ( g )dg =
3

SO / G

C lu′ ′n′
.
2l ′ + 1

(32)

Eq. (32) can be further simplified considering the properties of the delta function δ ( g i )
and yields

(2l ′ + 1)T&&&l ′u′n′ ( g i ) = C lu′ ′n′

(33)

For a given set of N measured microstructure points, the coefficients for the distribution
are given by the average of the coefficients of the single crystal measurements. The
distribution coefficients for a measured sample can then be computed as
N

Clu′ ′n′ = (2l ′ + 1)∑ T&&&l′u′n′ ( g i ) / N .

(34)

i =1

Since Eq. (34) is inherently a linear equation in terms of the basis functions, solving
linear programming problems enables one to consider all possible orientation
distributions by considering linear combinations of single crystal coefficients.
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3.2

Anisotropic Elasticity

Anisotropic elasticity is governed by the generalized version of Hooke’s law
given by

σ ij = Cijkl ε kl ,

(35)

where σ ij is the stress, ε kl is the strain, and Cijkl is the stiffness matrix for the material. A
corollary equation is given by inverting the stiffness matrix to obtain the compliance
matrix, S ijkl ,

ε kl = S ijklσ ij .

(36)

In statistical mediums such as polycrystalline materials, Eqs. (35) and (36) are given in
terms of volume averages of the stress and strain
*
σ ij = Cijkl
ε kl

(37)

*
ε kl = Sijkl
σ ij ,

(38)

where the brackets

denote a volume average and the * indicates an effective stiffness

or compliance tensor for the composite medium. A more complete description of the
compliance and stiffness tensors, along with methods for inversion are given by Hirth and
Lothe (1968). The specific case of cubic-orthorhombic symmetry within the framework
of MSD is given by Henrie (2002).
Upper-bounds on the values for the effective tensors can be constructed according
to the principles of minimum potential energy and complementary energy (see Hill
1952), where a strain or stress field is chosen to bound the correct ijkl term
r
r
r
*
Cijkl
ε ij ε kl ≤ Cijkl ( x )ε ij ( x )ε kl ( x )

(39)
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r
r
r
*
Sijkl
σ ij σ kl ≤ Sijkl ( x )σ ij ( x )σ kl ( x ) .

(40)

Lower-bounds can be constructed by once again inverting the stiffness and compliance
matrices. The full bounding relationships are given by

S
C

−1

ijij
−1

ijij

*
≤ Cijij
≤ Cijij

(41)

*
≤ Sijij
≤ Sijij

(42)

for the ijij (no summation implied) type terms. The other terms can be bounded by
considering the positive semi-definiteness of the elastic tensors.
The bounding equations are functions of the orientation of the grain as well as the
composition of the grain. The upper-bounds can be expressed directly in terms of the
coefficients describing the composition, M c , and orientation distribution coefficients
c un
*
Cijij
≤ ∑∑ U lunc
( ijij ) M Cl

(43)

c un
*
Sijij
≤ ∑∑ Vl unc
( ijij ) M Cl .

(44)

lun

lun

c

c

The lower bounds can then be implemented in terms of the upper bounds by way of
inversion, as demonstrated by Henrie (2002). The upper bounds are linear in terms of the
Fourier coefficients and the lower bounds are non-linear. For the compliant beam the
value C1111 will be used in place of Young’s modulus in Eqs. (22) and (23).
3.3

Anisotropic Plasticity

This study will specifically focus on the full-constraints Taylor plasticity model
(see Taylor 1939). The model assumes that the plastic strain in every crystal is the same
as the macroscopic strain experienced by the sample. If this strain is known, then the
Taylor factor can be calculated for each grain as the stress required to activate a
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minimum of five independent slip systems. The average Taylor factor for the crystal is
then used as an upper limit for the stress required to initiate plasticity.
In this work stress, not strain, is considered to be known. This complicates the use
of the Taylor model in that the strain must be determined in order for the Taylor factor to
be calculated. A general form of the strain tensor for cubic-orthorhombic and uni-axial
stress is chosen with a free parameter, q
0 
1 0

0  .
ε ij = 0 − q
0 0 − (1 − q )

(45)

The Taylor factor can then be calculated as a function of q from –1 to 1. The value of q
for which the strain is produced with the least amount of plastic work is the correct value
for the sample. Bunge (1979) took the approach of expressing the Taylor factor as a
function of the orientation coefficients and q by way of a power series,
∞ M (l )

M (q) = ∑ ∑

l

R

∑∑

l = 0 u =1 n = 0 , 2 ζ = 0

Clun mlunζ q ζ
(2l + 1)

.

(46)

The value above is normally given in terms of a critical resolved shear stress into which
all composition dependence falls.
With Eq. (46), the value of the Taylor factor can be calculated for the range of q
from –1 to 1 and the minimum found. That value can then be used in Eq. (46) to find the
Taylor factor for the sample. Bunge showed that the power series expansion in Eq. (46) is
quite accurate when R is chosen to be about 5 to 6.
3.4

Precipitation Hardening

Precipitation hardening is one of the primary methods for strengthening metals. It
involves the formation of precipitates of a different phase than the matrix material. The
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precipitate provides an effective barrier to slip transfer. Since the size of the precipitate is
normally small, the effect is similar to the Hall-Petch effect. A classic example of
precipitation hardening is that of the Al-Cu system, as shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: Al-rich end of the Al-Cu phase diagram (Courtney 2000).

It can be seen that for temperatures around 200 oC, the solubility of Cu into Al is
virtually zero. If there is Cu present it forms a second phase, θ , CuAl2, in the primary Al
phase, α . If the temperature is raised above 500 oC, the percentage of Cu that can be
present in the primary Al phase reaches above 5% by weight. If the material is
subsequently quenched, the Cu can become trapped in the α phase. Upon a subsequent
heat treatment at a relatively low temperature, diffusion takes place and GP-I zones begin
to form. Eventually GP-II zones form, and finally a θ ′ region. Fig. 11 shows the
development of the zones, along with the Vicker’s pyramid hardness, which is related to
the yield strength.
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Figure 11: Change in hardness as a function of time, temperature, and composition (Courtney 2000).

Through this process, tremendous increases in strength are available to the
mechanical designer, although the material may become “over-aged” if used in an
elevated temperature environment. For a given alloy system, the strength increase
depends on the composition, temperature at which the diffusion is allowed to occur, and
length of time the material remains at that temperature. For the purpose of this study, an
experimental model will be used to relate the critical resolved shear stress, required by
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the Taylor model, to the hardening. Specifically the data obtained by Jeon and Park
(1996) on Al-Li alloys will be used. The data is shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 12: Single-Crystal Hardening in Al-Li at 200 oC from Jeon and Park (1996).

The critical resolved shear stress combined with the Taylor factor, discussed in
section 3.3, provides an estimate for the yield strength of the material. The Al-Li alloy
system is promising, but currently suffers from weak fracture toughness strength in the
short-transverse direction. One motivation for developing MSD with this alloy in mind is
the possibility of in the future correcting or compensating for the weak fracture toughness
by tailoring the microstructure.
Using the models presented in this chapter, the relevant elements of the
microstructure, namely the orientation distribution and precipitation hardening, can be
related to the properties required by the chain algorithm to calculate the performance of
the compliant derailleur.
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4

FUNCTIONALLY GRADED MATERIALS AND MSD
Now that the microstructure can be linked to the performance of the compliant

derailleur, a series expansion of the microstructure reveals continuous coefficients, which
can be optimized to improve performance. This chapter describes some of the expansion
techniques that will be used and some conclusions that follow from them. The next
chapter will demonstrate how the coefficients may be bounded such that only real
microstructures are produced.
The models that have been presented for determining a material’s performance
have all assumed the material to be statistically homogenous, or symmetric with respect
to translations. Part of this chapter discusses materials that have been engineered to have
some kind of gradient of properties in spatial directions, which would be statistically
inhomogeneous. A review by Suresh and Mortensen (1998) provides more information
on the manufacture, properties, and applications of the materials. The Appendix discusses
materials that have statistical correlations in spatial directions, but can still be statistically
homogeneous.
4.1

Expansion by Legendre Polynomials
To incorporate functionally graded materials into MSD, a series expansion for the

material properties, as a function of position, must be developed. This allows dimensions
of the design space to account for the functionally gradedness of the material and then the
coefficients of the expansion can be optimized to obtain the ideal spatial distribution of
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microstructure. One method of expansion is the Legendre polynomials, the first few of
which are listed below

P0 ( x) = 1
P1 ( x) = x

(47)

P2 ( x) = x 2 − 1 / 3
P3 ( x) = x 3 − 3x / 5.

These functions are orthogonal when integrated over the range of –1 to 1. The Legendre
polynomials are advantageous in that their form is likely to efficiently reproduce that
would be found in the material due to actual processing methods. They do have a major
drawback, with respect to indicator functions, that will be discussed at the end of
Appendix A-1.
To implement these functions within MSD, consider precipitation hardening from
Section 3.4. If one chooses to limit the problem to the information in Fig. 12, then the
critical resolved shear stress is given as a function of time, t, and composition, c. The
hardening, h, can be expressed as a series in one spatial direction as
h(c, t , x) = ∑ Pi ( x)H i (c, t ) .

(48)

i

Further expanding the hardening coefficients by way of Legendre polynomials yields
h(c, t , x ) = ∑∑∑ H ijk Pi ( x) Pj (t ) Pk (c ) ,
i

j

(49)

k

where the critical resolved shear stress is linearly related to the hardening. In Eq. (49) the
coefficients H ijk describe the microstructure in terms of the composition and time at
elevated temperature for a given position. The set of three Legendre polynomials in Eq.
(49) relate the coefficients to the hardening at a given point. Each set of values for i, j,
and k in Eq. (49) provides an additional design space in which the coefficients H ijk can
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be optimized to achieve optimal performance, given the design objectives, once the
hardening is related back to the critical resolved shear stress or the fracture toughness of
the material through the experimental model.
4.2

Expansion by Indicator Functions

Indicator functions are relatively simple basis functions that simply indicate
whether or not a variable is associated with a particular type or range (see Keener 2002,
Torquato 2002). In order to define spatial positioning, a three-dimensional indicator
function can be defined by
1 / υ if xi ≤ x < xi +1 and

y j ≤ y < y j +1 and

Wijk ( x, y, z ) = 
z k ≤ z < z k +1

0 otherwise


(50)

where the value of υ is chosen to be

υ = ( xi +1 − x i )( y j +1 − y j )( z k +1 − z k )

(51)

and the values of xi , y j , and z k are chosen such that υ is independent of the specific
choice for i, j, or k.
The above expansion can be combined with other expansions, including the
orientation distribution function
f ( g , x, y , z ) =

∞ M (l ) l

∑ ∑ ∑∑∑∑ C

l = 0 , 4 u =1 2 n =0 i

j

T&&& ( g )Wijk ( x, y, z ) .

un un
lijk l

(52)

k

Eq. (52) gives the orientation distribution over a small discretization of the total space
with a volume of υ . The orthogonality of the indicator functions is given by

δ ii′δ jj′δ kk ′
= ∫∫∫Wijk ( x, y, z )Wi′j′k ′ ( x, y, z ) ,
υ
x, y ,z

(53)
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which allows the calculation of the coefficients in Eq. (52) for a given microstructure. In
Eq. (52), each set of possible values for l , u , n , i , j , and k provide an additional
design space within which the microstructure can be optimized.
The indicator functions do not provide as efficient a representation of the
microstructure as the Legendre polynomials for most materials. Still they have many
advantages and apply directly to finite element modeling, where each node could have its
own set of properties.
4.3

Introduction of Void Phase and Topology Optimization

One straightforward extension of the method presented in the last section is the
ability to do topology optimization within the framework of MSD. Most of the work in
topology optimization has involved an isotropic phase and a void phase (see Sigmund
2001, Turteltaub 2003). This can be easily implemented by introducing the void phase
into the framework of MSD. One could introduce a void phase or multiple phases into
Eq. (52) by way of an indicator function
p

1 if φ is associated with p
.
0 otherwise

γ (φ ) = 

(54)

Eq. (52) would then become
f ( g , φ , x, y , z ) =

∞ M (l ) l

N

∑ ∑ ∑∑∑∑∑

l = 0 , 4 u =1 2 n = 0 p

i

j

p

un &&&un
C lijk
Tl ( g )Wijk ( x, y, z ) p γ (φ ) ,

(55)

k

where N is the number of phases being considered.
Combining MSD with topology optimization gives both methods more power to
obtain optimal microstructures, by considering all elements together and therefore
compensating for all interdependencies.
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5

BOUNDING REAL MICROSTRUCTURES AND OPTIMIZATION
Chapter 4 established sets of coefficients that may be optimized in order to find an

ideal microstructure for a design. But as was shown in Chapter 1, not every value for the
coefficient will produce realizable microstructures. This chapter will establish an
algorithm for determining if the constraints are in fact realizable.
5.1

Bounding Constraints
un
Consider for example the coefficients Clijk
from Eq. (52). The i, j, and k denote

the spatial position of a small box within which is the microstructure that is to be
optimized. It is here assumed that there are no constraints placed on any box by the
neighboring boxes; therefore one needs only to assure that a real microstructure exists
within each box. Since Eq. (52) only deals with orientation, a real microstructure for a
single box can be defined as any microstructure that can be expressed as a volume
average of single crystal distributions
f ( g ) = ∑ν iδ ( g i ) .

(56)

i

From Eq. (56), realizability constraints on the volume fractions can be shown to be

ν i > 0 and

∑ν

i

= 1.

(57)

i

Bounding the region in the expansion or design space of all real microstructures, known
as the microstructure hull, is done simply by projecting the constraints of Eq. (57) into
the expansion space. The challenge is working through complex expansion functions,
most notably the generalized spherical harmonic functions. MSD relies on the fact that
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Eq. (56) is linear, with respect to orientation. Hence, the bounding problem becomes one
of linear programming to find the extent of all possible combinations of single
orientations in a particular direction of the design space.
5.2

Bounding Method
A method has been presented for accomplishing the task of bounding in arbitrary

dimensions specific to MSD (see Lyon and Adams 2003). The method chooses a search
direction from a known real microstructure within the expansion space (usually the origin
corresponding to a completely random microstructure) and determines how far real
microstructures extend in that direction. If this problem can be solved in any direction,
then the space can be bounded as shown in Fig. 3 in Chapter 1. With this region bounded,
one can then perform both gradient and random-based optimization in order to move to
the appropriate location within that space.
Consider the four-dimensional example presented by Lyon and Adams (2003).
r
The search direction that is to be studied is chosen as a . The distance that real

microstructures extend in that direction will be labeled λ . A new coordinate direction is
r
established with respect to a as

r
a
eˆ1 = r .
a

(58)

Therefore a boundary point of microstructure hull is located at λeˆ1 . It can be shown by
linear dependence considerations that if the region of real microstructures has been
constructed, as shown in Eq. (56), then in D dimensions, a set of D orientations can be
r
used to construct a plane such that the intersection of a and the plane is a maximum

distance λ from some initial point. The point of intersection could be described by
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D
r
f o (g ) = ∑ v j rj ,

(59)

j

r
where the points, r j , are the set of D orientations in the expansion space that provide the
largest possible value for λ and therefore give the orientation distribution that is optimal,

f o ( g ) . The task then, since the dimension of the problem may be quite high, is to
r
determine the points, r j somewhat intelligently. The problem can be better formulated by
using a change of variable

xj =

vj

λ

.

(60)

The linear programming problem can now be formulated as

1

λ

P

= ∑xj
j


1 if i = 1
, x j ≥ 0,
Subject to : ∑ Aij x j = 
j
0 otherwise

P

(61)

where Aij is the inner product of the j th point with the i th basis vector,

r
Aij = (eˆi ⋅ rj ) .

(62)

The four-dimensional problem now becomes a linear minimization problem with the
constraints expressed in matrix form as
 A11
A
 21
 A31

 A41

A12

A13

A22

A23

A32
A42

A33
A43

A14   x1  1
A24   x 2  0
= .
A34   x3  0
   
A44   x 4  0

(63)

To this point, only the first of the four required basis vectors has been chosen. The
additional basis vectors will be chosen based on the selection of points that are used to
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r r
r
obtain a solution. Let r1 , r2 , and r3 be the locations of the first three of those points in the

expansion space, relative to the initial location. The remaining basis vectors will be
determined using Gram-Schmidt Orthonormalization to obtain the following
r
r
r1 − (eˆ1 ⋅ r1 )eˆ1
eˆ2 = r
r
r1 − (eˆ1 ⋅ r1 )eˆ1

(64)

r
r2 − A12 eˆ1 − A22 eˆ2
eˆ3 = r
r2 − A12 eˆ1 − A22 eˆ2

(65)

r
r − A13eˆ1 − A23eˆ2 − A33eˆ3
.
eˆ4 = r3
r3 − A13eˆ1 − A23eˆ2 − A33eˆ3

(66)

Consequently, several terms in the constraint matrix go to zero, yielding
 A11
A
 21
 0

 0

A12

A13

A22

A23

A32
0

A33
A43

A14   x1  1
A24   x 2  0
=  .
A34   x3  0
   
A44   x 4  0

(67)

The better the points are chosen initially, the fewer iterations will be required to reach a
r
solution. In selecting the first point, r1 , nothing is known of the other points. The method

for point selection advocated by Lyon and Adams is to consider the problem in a reduced
r
dimension. Since only one basis vector is defined until r1 is chosen, Eq. (67) reduces to
A11 x1 = 1.

(68)

Since we wish to select the point that minimizes the sum of x j , the optimal first point is
the one that maximizes A11 , or the point that has the maximum projection in the search
r
r
direction a . Once a point has been selected for r1 , the second basis vector is defined.
r
Considering Eq. (67) in order to obtain r2 yields
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 A11
A
 21

A12   x1  1
.
=
A22   x2  0

(69)

r
This places a constraint on the choice for r2 , namely that A22 be negative, since A21 will

always be positive. In the reduced problem, the largest value for λ can be obtained by
r
choosing the point r2 that minimizes


A 
A22
1 − 21 
.
 A22  A11 A22 − A12 A21

(70)

r
Now that the second point has been selected, the choice for the third point, r3 is

determined from
 A11
A
 21
 0

A13   x1  1
A23   x2  = 0 .
A33   x3  0

A12
A22
A32

(71)

The selection of the third point must therefore satisfy the following requirements
− A32
> 0,
A33

− A21
>0.
A32 A23
A22 −
A33

(72)

The constraints for the selection of the third point are considerably more complex than
they were for the second point, which was merely that A22 be negative. A general form
of the constraints has been formulated to carry this method into higher dimensions. The
constraints for choosing the k th point are that
B( l +1) =

− A( k −l )( k −l −1)
l

∑A

m =0

( k − l )( k − m )

l −m

∏B

> 0, for l = 0...k − 2 ,

(73)

(l −m−n )

n =0

where B0 = 1 . The constraints not only limit the number of points through which the
algorithm must search, but they also lead directly to the solution since
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xl +1 = B( k −l ) xl

(74)

and the value of x1 is
x1 =

1
k

k − m −1

m =1

n =0

A11 + ∑ A1( m )

∏B

.

(75)

( k −m−n)

From Eqs. (74), (75), and (61) the value of λ can be calculated and maximized to aid in
the selection of the k th point, subject to Eq. (73). The last point that is selected will
always be the optimal choice, given the choices made for the previous points. By cycling
through the points an optimal solution can be obtained. The condition for an optimal
solution is that each point is optimal, given the selection for the other points.
This method was applied to the first three dimensions of the design space for
orientation. 729,000 variables were used to discretize the relevant orientations. 2,500
different search directions were chosen to obtain the boundary for the microstructure hull
in Fig. 13. The total calculation time was a few hours on a single processor computer. In
the example above, the method was applied only to the space generated by the
generalized spherical harmonic functions, but it can easily be generalized to any
microstructure that can be written in a linear form similar to Eq. (56).
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Figure 13: Microstructure hull in three dimensions calculated using method described above.

5.3

Optimization

Now that the boundary of all realizable microstructures is in place, the
optimization becomes straightforward. Gradient methods such as generalized reduced
gradient or sequential quadratic programming can be used. In addition, if warranted by
the models implemented in the design space, random methods including genetic
algorithms and simulated annealing can be used to get past local minimum and maximum
points. Extending the method to functionally graded materials requires only that
additional variables be used in the optimization. The increase in the number of variables
may be substantial and some design problems may require extensive computation. The
optimization of the microstructure and geometry of the compliant beam will be
demonstrated in the next chapter.
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6

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In the preceding chapters the groundwork for MSD was set forth in order to

design the microstructure for functionally graded materials. This chapter will demonstrate
the process of MSD by optimizing the geometry and microstructure of the compliant
bicycle derailleur. The beam will be functionally graded along the length of beam since
this corresponds to a classical problem in structural optimization (see Cherkaev 2000). It
could also be done through the thickness of the beam although this would require a more
complex analysis method than the chain algorithm presented in Chapter 2.
As a reference point for the other design cases, the geometry of the beam was
optimized in order to minimize the weight and constraining the solution as outlined in
Chapter 2. The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Optimization results for a pure Al compliant beam.

Uniform, Isotropic, and Unhardened Al Beam

l=

34.5 cm

All Segments

Optimal Geometry
w = 2.28 cm
c=
Material Properties
σy =
E=
69 GPa

Weight
0.13 cm
34 MPa

27.6 g
ρ=

2.71 g/cm3

The optimization of the geometry proved to be very challenging and could not be
completed efficiently with gradient methods. Simulated annealing was therefore
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employed to complete the optimization. The weight of 27.6 g is extremely heavy for just
one component of the derailleur system, considering the proposed application. The beam
length of 34.5 cm is also quite large for a bicycle.
To show the effect of precipitation hardening on the design, an Al-Li alloy was
considered that had been fully aged. The percentage by atomic fraction of Li was 2.0%,
which resulted in a 6% decrease in the density and a substantially higher yield strength.
The modulus also increased slightly with the introduction of the Li (see Starke et. al.
1981; Jeon and Park 1996; Sankaran and Grant 1981; Guo et. al. 1991). The results of the
optimization are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Hardened Al-Li compliant beam optimization results.

Uniform, Isotropic, and Hardened Al-Li Beam

l=

11.2 cm

All Segments

Optimal Geometry
w = 0.567 cm
c=
Material Properties
σy =
E=
75 GPa

Weight
0.065 cm
180 MPa

1.06 g
ρ=

2.55 g/cm3

As shown in Table 3, precipitation hardening the beam was able to dramatically
increase the performance and cut the weight by more than an order of magnitude. The
length of the beam was also dramatically reduced.
In the above design problem, it was assumed that the precipitation hardening only
affected the yield strength of the material. In some cases precipitation hardening can also
produce a stiffening effect. In Ni-Al alloys, for example, intermetallic phases with longrange order are precipitated out and one of these phases, γ ′′ , is 50% stiffer than the
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matrix material (Liu and Stiegler 1990). As a theoretical problem, it was assumed that
with the increase in yield strength for Al-Li, there was also a 10% increase in the
modulus. This created a trade-off between yield strength and modulus. The goal was to
determine if making the beam functionally graded would improve the performance. The
result showed that only a minimal increase in performance could be obtained. The
increase in modulus was then set at 50%, and the results for a uniform beam are shown in
Table 4.

Table 4: Optimization results for 50% stiffened Al-Li beam.

Uniform, Isotropic, and Hardened Al-Li Beam with 50% Stiffening

l=

13.6 cm

All Segments

Optimal Geometry
w = 0.686 cm
c=
Material Properties
σy =
E=
113 GPa

Weight
0.064 cm
180 MPa

1.50 g
ρ=

2.55 g/cm3

For the case shown in Table 4, the beam was fully aged in every segment. Table 5
shows the results for a beam with the 50% stiffening that allowed each segment to be
precipitation hardened to a different level. With the assumed 50% stiffening, the
functionally graded beam reduced its weight by approximately 5%. If the stiffening were
increased to 150%, the reduction in weight from the uniform to the functionally graded
case would have only been 12%. It would seem from these results that the yielding plays
a far greater role in the optimal geometry than does the modulus.
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Table 5: Optimization results for stiffened and graded Al-Li beam.

Graded, Isotropic, and Hardened Al-Li Beam with 50% Stiffening

l=

Optimal Geometry
w = 0.672 cm
c=
Material Properties
113 GPa
109 GPa
101 GPa
96 GPa
σy =
E=
92 GPa
85 GPa
99 GPa
113 GPa

13.1 cm

Segment 1
Segment 2
Segment 3
Segment 4
Segment 5
Segment 6
Segment 7
Segment 8

Weight
0.063 cm
180 MPa
165 MPa
135 MPa
114 MPa
101 MPa
73 MPa
127 MPa
180 MPa

1.42 g

ρ=

2.55 g/cm3

Returning to the pure Al beam and introducing anisotropy yields the following
results for a uniform beam.

Table 6: Optimization results for an anisotropic Al beam.

Uniform, Anisotropic, and Unhardened Al Beam

l=

30.5 cm

All Segments

Optimal Geometry
w = 1.86 cm
c=
Material Properties
σy =
E=
70 GPa

Weight
0.122 cm
42 MPa

18.8 g
ρ=

2.71 g/cm3

The anisotropy allows for 32% decrease in weight due to the 23% percent
increase in yield strength. The calculated texture is shown in Fig. 14.
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Figure 14: Pole figures for optimal texture of compliant beam in Table 6.

The change is definitely significant, although not as pronounced as the change
from the unhardened beam to the hardened beam. Table 7 shows the results for a
functionally graded anisotropic beam.
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Table 7: Optimization results for a functionally graded anisotropic compliant beam.

Graded, Anisotropic, and Unhardened Al Beam

l=

29.6 cm

Segment 1
Segment 2
Segment 3
Segment 4
Segment 5
Segment 6
Segment 7
Segment 8

Optimal Geometry
w=
2.0 cm
c=
Material Properties
70 GPa
70 GPa
69 GPa
69 GPa
σy =
E=
69 GPa
69 GPa
70 GPa
70 GPa

Weight
0.12 cm
41 MPa
41 MPa
37 MPa
38 MPa
38 MPa
39 MPa
39 MPa
38 MPa

18.7 g

ρ=

2.71 g/cm3

As was seen in the previous example, the performance of this case study is based
primarily on the yield strength, and thus the increase in performance, for the functionally
graded beam. Although the performance increase was minimal the texture varied
significantly in order to improve the design. The texture in the first segment is the same
as that shown in Fig. 14. In contrast the texture for the eighth segment is given in Fig. 15.
The complete set of pole figures for the eight segments in Table 7 are given in the
Appendix. Combining the precipitation hardening and the anisotropy provides the best
result. The results are shown for a uniform beam in Table 8. The texture for Table 8 is the
same as Fig. 14.
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Figure 15: Pole figure for optimal texture in the eighth segment of the beam in Table 7.

Table 8: Optimization of a hardened anisotropic compliant beam.

Uniform, Anisotropic, and Hardened Al-Li Beam

l=

9.14 cm

All Segments

Optimal Geometry
w = 0.60 cm
c=
Material Properties
σy =
E=
76 GPa

Weight
0.051 cm
220 MPa

0.71 g
ρ=

2.54 g/cm3

The reduction in weight for the anisotropic hardened case was over 97% from the
pure isotropic Al case. As for the constraints that were placed on the beam, allowing the
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beam to be functionally graded had an insignificant impact on the design’s performance,
unless additional stiffening occurred.
It must be noted that these results are specific to this particular design problem
and the alloys examined. Other materials, particularly those with a higher Young’s
modulus, may have produced different results.
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7

CONCLUSIONS
Using the framework of MSD to relate the microstructure to the performance of a

design component provides an effective means for optimizing the microstructure
specifically for a design. It has been shown how to integrate functionally graded materials
into the framework of MSD. The impact that had on the compliant beam case study,
constrained for use as a bicycle derailleur, was minimal unless the material exhibited
significant stiffening as well as hardening with particulate formation. The best design
from MSD reduced the weight of the beam by more than 97% over a pure Al isotropic
beam.
In order to apply the methodology presented here, several models are required.
For functionally graded materials, an analysis method that takes into account the change
of properties with position on the component is required. In this case, the chain algorithm
was used to accomplish this task. The methods shown can also be used with other
analysis models, including FE modeling and higher order homogenization theory. It is
also shown in the Appendix that the methods of MSD can be applied to n-point
correlation statistics and that by using indicator function expansions, which can be used
to predict more precisely the properties of a composite material.
Another critical part of MSD is the ability to model local properties as functions
of the microstructure. In order to accomplish this, the Taylor’s full constraints yield
model, the Hill elastic bounds, and experimental precipitation hardening data were used
to determine effective material properties. Expanding MSD to incorporate more material
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properties is a matter of determining models to link the microstructure to the design’s
performance. Once this link has been made, an expansion formulation for the relevant
aspect of the microstructure can be formulated similar to those in Chapter 3. With the
expansion space defined, coefficients of the microstructure can then be optimized to find
the properties that best meet the design objectives. These properties are the inputs to FE
or the Chain Algorithm so that a design’s performance can be determined for a specific
set of microstructure coefficients. From this point the optimization algorithm alters the
coefficients in order to produce the best design.
The method presented is very specific to the design objectives and constraints. By
controlling the microstructure in such a way, MSD gives the mechanical designer the
opportunity to benefit from the full range of material properties available rather than just
those that have proven to be useful under different constraints.
The work that has been done can be extended in many ways. The topic of
topology optimization is briefly discussed in the thesis and could easily be expanded
upon. The method could be implemented with higher-order homogenization theory or FE
code. There is significant work to be done to determine the variation in properties that
was not discussed in this thesis. Validating the accuracy of the models being used and
integrating more accurate models into the framework of MSD would be required before
the method can be completely implemented into the design world. In this thesis all
possible microstructures were considered to be achievable. Significant work needs to be
done to determine if and how those microstructures may be produced.
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APPENDIX
A-1

Application to Higher Order Homogenization Theory
Statistical correlations have been used to further refine material properties (see

Willis 1981; Walpole 1981; Beran 1968). Bounds on elastic properties have been reduced
by up to 75% (see Mason 1999). The statistics are often collected in terms of n-point
correlation functions (see Torquato 2002). These correlation functions describe the
r
tendency of a particular local state to fall a distance r from another local state. For

r
example, the two-point orientation coherence function, f 2 ( g a , g b | r ) , gives the number
r
fraction of times a vector r is dropped on the microstructure and lands with its tail on a

grain with orientation g a and its head on a grain with orientation g b . All n-point
correlation functions may be formulated in a similar manner.
The two-point orientation coherence function may be expressed as a series,
similar to that of the orientation distribution function (see Beran 1996),

r
f 2 (g a , gb | r ) =

∞

∞

M (l )M (l′)

l

l′

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑C

l = 0 , 4l ′=0 , 4 u =1 u ′=1 2 n = 02 n′= 0

uu′nn′
ll ′

r
(r )T&&&l un ( g a )T&&&l ′u′n′ ( g b ) .

(76)

r
A natural extension of MSD would optimize the coefficients Clul′u′nn′ (r ) to obtain the best

possible properties. This is difficult because sufficient bounds on the coefficients to
constrain them to a realizable microstructure are not known. The only test currently
available to absolutely constrain the coefficients to those of real microstructures, or
ensembles of microstructures, is the problem of reconstruction of the microstructure from
the statistics. Torquato (2002) reported, for a binary phase example, that the two-point
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statistics were not enough to reconstruct the microstructure exactly. Hansen et. al. (2003)
in contrast, reported a method for doing the reconstruction with only two-point statistics
and demonstrated the results for some small binary examples as well as significantly
sized polycrystalline examples. The method presented by Hansen quickly becomes
computationally challenging for even small microstructures. An alternate method at
performing the reconstructions will be presented in the next section.
Working with MSD in the realm of higher-order homogenization theory may be
accomplished by using the methods presented in Sections 4.1-4.3. The two-point
orientation coherence functions (see Adams 1987), for example, may be expressed as a
combination of the values in Eq. (52)
r
f 2 (g a , gb | r ) =

∫∫∫ f ( g

a

, x, y , z ) f ( g b , x + rx , y + ry , z + rz ) dxdydz.

(77)

x, y,z

The range of the integration in Eq. (77) is the volume of material in consideration.
Substituting the series representations from Eq. (76) and (52) yields
∞

∞

M (l )M (l′)

l′

l

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑C

l = 0 , 4l ′= 0 , 4 u =1 u ′=1 2 n = 02 n′=0

uu ′nn′
ll ′

∞ M (l ) l

∫∫∫

x, y, z

∑ ∑ ∑∑∑∑ C

l =0 , 4 u =1 2 n = 0 i
∞

M ( l ′)

j

T&&& ( g a )Wijk ( x, y, z ) ⋅

un un
lijk l

(78)

k

l′

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∑∑ C

l ′=0 , 4 u′=1 2 n′=0 i′

r
(r )T&&&l un ( g a )T&&&l′u′n′ ( g b ) =

j′

k′

T&&& ( g b )Wi′j′k ′ ( x + rx , y + ry , z + rz )dxdydz.

u ′n′
u′n′
l ′i′j′k ′ l ′

Eq. (78) does not imply repeating boundary conditions, although by redefining the
indicator functions in order to make them periodic, Eq. (78) switches from the
statistically inhomogeneous case to the statistically homogenous one. Examining Eq. (78)
term by term yields
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r
Clul′u′nn′ (r )T&&&l un ( g a )T&&&l′u′n′ ( g b ) =
C un T&&&un ( g )W ( x, y, z ) ⋅

∫∫∫

x, y ,z

∑∑∑

lijk l

∑∑∑ C

u ′n′
u ′n′
l ′i′j ′k ′ l ′

i

i′

j

j′

a

ijk

(79)

k

k′

T&&& ( g b )Wi′j′k ′ ( x + rx , y + ry , z + rz )dxdydz.

The indicator functions have a unique orthogonality relationship similar to Eq. (53),
which is required for further simplification

∫∫∫ W ijk ( x, y, z )W i ′j ′k ′ ( x + r x , y + r y , z + r z )dxdydz =

x, y, z

δ i ′f δ

j ′g

δ k ′h

υ

,

(80)

where the values of f, g, and h are such that
x f ≤ x + rx < x f +1 when xi ≤ x < xi +1 ;
y g ≤ y + ry < y g +1 when y j ≤ y < y j +1 ;

(81)

z h ≤ z + rz < z h +1 when z k ≤ z < x k +1 .

Substituting Eq. (80) into Eq. (79) and dividing by the generalized spherical harmonics
functions yields
r 1
′n′
un
.
Clul′u′nn′ (r ) = ∑∑∑ Clijk
Clu′fgh

υ

i

j

(82)

k

un
may now be used to optimize properties dependent
Using Eq. (82), the coefficients Clijk

on the two-point orientation coherence functions. These coefficients can efficiently
bounded, as is discussed in Chapter 5. Similarly, by introducing the correct form of Eq.
(77), the method can be extended to higher order homogenization theory. For example,
the three-point orientation coherence function can be expressed as

r r
f3 (ga , gb , gc | r , v ) =

∫∫∫ f ( g

a

, x, y, z ) f ( g b , x + rx , y + ry , z + rz ) f ( g c , x + v x , y + v y , z + v z )dxdydz.

x, y, z
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(83)

The indicator functions are crucial to this method for several reasons. As has been
mentioned, the indicator functions easily allow a repeating or non-repeating boundary
condition depending on how they are defined. Another critical property of the indicator
functions is the orthogonality relationship in Eq. (80). If, for example, a sine and cosine
series representation of the microstructure had been used on a one-dimensional
microstructure for simplicity then
f ( g , x) =

∞ M (l ) l

∑ ∑ ∑∑ C

l = 0 , 4 u =1 2 n = 0 j

T&&& ( g )e ijx .

un un
lj
l

(84)

The result of Eq. (78) is
r
r
r
C lul′u ′nn′ ( r ) = ∑ C ljun C lu′j′n′ f ( r ) = C lu′l′un′n (r ) ,

(85)

j

which imposes the artificial mirror symmetry
r
r
f 2 (ga , gb | r ) = f 2 (gb , ga | r ) .

(86)

Other expansion techniques including Legendre polynomials suffer from similar
drawbacks.
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A-2

Application to Reconstruction of Higher Order Distributions

Reconstruction refers to the process of finding a microstructure that realizes the
imposed statistics that have been collected or generated. Torquato (2002) attempted to
reconstruct several binary phase microstructures with a simulated annealing algorithm
that never completely matched the imposed statistics, although it came extremely close.
Since the reconstructed microstructures did not match the originals from which the
statistics were gathered, it was concluded that the two-point statistics did not contain all
of the relevant information about the microstructure. Hansen et. al. (2003) showed that
some microstructures could in fact be reproduced precisely, discussed differences in the
algorithms that allowed the reconstruction, and showed some computational trends.
Hansen et. al. assumed that the two-point statistics contain enough information, although
the exact amount of information in the statistics is unknown. The approach shown here is
that not only can Eq. (82) be used to find microstructure with optimal two-point
properties, it can be optimized to find microstructure with specified statistics through the
methods of MSD. Indicator functions can also be used to give some measure of the
information content in the two-point statistics.
Consider, for example, a multi-dimensional multi-phase microstructure consistent
with the microstructures used by Torquato and Hansen
N

I

J

K

p

i

j

k

f (φ , x, y, z ) = ∑∑∑∑ p Cijk Wijk ( x, y, z ) p γ (φ ) .

(87)

The definition is similar to that of Eq. (75) with I, J, and K being the number of discrete
microstructure bins in each spatial direction, and therefore IJK is the total number of bins.
Within this framework the two-point statistics can be expressed as
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r
f (φ a , φb | r ) =

∫∫∫ f (φ

a

, x, y , z ) f (φb , x + rx , y + ry , z + rz )dxdydz .

(88)

x, y, z

The above equation reduces to

r
1 I J K a
f (φ a , φb | r ) = ∑∑∑ Cijk b C fgh ,

υ

i

j

(89)

k

where f, g, and h are defined as in Eq. (81), and therefore also are functions i, j, and k
r
respectively, as well as the vector r . Eq. (89) is actually a series of N2 non-linear
r
equations for each vector r for which the statistics are known. The number of unknowns

is given in Eq. (87) as NIJK. The total number of unknowns can be reduced by
recognizing that for every i, j, and k
N

∑

p

Cijk = 1 .

(90)

p

Thus, the total number of unknowns reduces to (N-1)IJK. If repeating boundary
conditions are assumed, the total number of independent equations is reduced by
N

∑ f (φ

a

r
,φ p | r ) = f (φa )

(91)

p

r
, φ a | r ) = f (φ a ) .

(92)

p

and
N

∑ f (φ
p

Now the total number of independent non-linear equations reduces to V(N-1)2, where V is
the total number of vectors for which the statistics have been gathered. There is also N-1
linear equations due to the one-point statistics in Eqs. (91) and (92) bringing the total
number of equations to V(N-1)2+N-1.
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Since Eq. (89) is non-linear it is not known how many equations would be
required to completely constrain a solution. Note the following constraints on the
coefficients of Eq. (89)

0≤ p Cijk ≤ 1 .

(93)

To approximate the number of equations needed, assume the same number of equations
as unknowns is needed. Equating the unknowns and equations yields
( N − 1) IJK = V ( N − 1) 2 + N − 1 .

(94)

The number of V, which corresponds to the total number of two-point statistics collected,
could then be solved for as
V=

IJK − 1
.
N −1

(95)

Considering a binary-phase problem, the total number of vectors IJK-1, which proves to
be greater than the maximum number of independent two-point statistics that can be
gathered from a sample with repeating boundary conditions, which is (IJK-1)/2 in three
dimensions.
The effect of the constraints in Eq. (94) may be enough to force a single solution
without requiring as many vectors as dictated by Eq. (95). Additionally, Hansen et. al.
and Torquato enforced that the coefficients only take on the discrete values of 0 or 1
which would further constrain the number of solutions and therefore decrease the
required number of vectors. It can also be seen from Eq. (95) that as the number of
phases N increase, the number of vectors required drops quickly, consistent with the
results of Hansen et. al. (2003).
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For the case where the boundary is not repeating, several things change. The total
number of vectors that can be measured increases to IJK-1. Eqs. (91) and (92) become
N

∑ f (φ

a

r
, φ p | r ) = f * (φ a )

(96)

p

r
, φ a | r ) = f * (φ a ) .

(97)

p

and
N

∑ f (φ
p

It can be seen that f * () denotes the one-point distribution function over an area of the
r
sample dependence of the vector r . Eqs. (96) and (97) are actually linearly independent

equations in the case without a repeating boundary condition. The total number of linear
equations in this case becomes 2V(N-1)+N-1, due to constraints on Eqs. (96) and (97)
similar to Eq. (90). Equating the number of unknowns with the number of linearly
independent equations yields
V =

IJK − 1
.
2

(98)

Somewhat surprisingly, the result is independent of the number of phases being
considered. Since this result only used linearly independent equations, it guarantees that
not more than a half the number of vectors are needed, as there are bins assuming the
one-point statistics are known. If the non-linear equations are included with the linear
ones then the number of required vectors would be
V =

IJK − 1
.
N +1

(99)

With these results, it can be seen that for at least some cases, enough is known by
applying two-point statistics to completely constrain the microstructure. In any case the
coefficients in Eq. (77) can be optimized to match the statistics by Eq. (79) subject to the
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appropriate constraints, assuming there is a microstructure that can realize the given
statistics.
The difference between solving the problem with repeating and non-repeating
boundary conditions should be noted. Often in homogenization theory, statistical
homogeneity is imposed, implying that the material of interest is symmetric with respect
to translation. Any finite microstructure inherently has a border or boundary and
therefore cannot be statistically homogeneous. Assuming the repeating boundary
conditions allows the microstructure to be infinite in size and therefore can be statistically
homogeneous. According to the ergodic hypothesis (see Torquato 2002) though, in the
limit that the size of the single microstructure tends to infinity, volumes averages can
replace ensemble averages. Therefore, measurements of two-point statistical on
microstructures with non-repeating boundary conditions can be assumed to be
statistically homogeneous in the ensemble average. By the same hypothesis, any twopoint statistics measured on the ensemble may be reproduced by a single microstructure
with a repeating boundary condition.
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A-3

Taylor Factor Coefficients for Eq. (46)

ζ →

mlunζ

l

u

n

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0

1

1

1.2734

-3.8033

5.5297

-4.7323

3.3007

-1.5736

3.2518

4

1

1

-1.8904

3.5925

-3.0008

0.6663

1.4873

0.691

-1.1867

4

1

2

-8.335

26.891

-34.479

23.53

-8.3727

-0.6269

1.2964

4

1

3

4.815

-11.904

9.6715

-0.3667

-3.7606

-0.3011

0.1997

6

1

1

1.3807

-6.14

9.1301

-7.3733

4.5447

-1.6888

-0.0901

6

1

2

3.093

-7.7486

7.7701

-3.7838

-0.4664

1.1213

0.0702

6

1

3

-12.817

37.666

-43.304

24.123

-4.8098

-0.9053

0.0584

6

1

4

4.6325

-16.351

23.463

-18.485

6.7808

-0.1679

0.2476

8

1

1

4.3921

-14.714

19.581

-13.637

4.9962

-0.8132

-0.1146

8

1

2

7.6879

-19.947

19.788

-9.5625

2.6254

-0.5671

-0.0648

8

1

3

7.372

-25.587

31.1

-15.037

1.6401

0.8111

-0.0775

8

1

4

-6.9034

19.866

-16.489

1.3926

3.0571

-0.7273

-0.3375

8

1

5

0.7666

1.8716

-9.5756

11.826

-6.4745

1.6123

0.0238

9

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

1

2

4.1662

-9.0157

4.5602

1.3287

-0.921

-0.1837

0.0746

9

1

3

-7.892

19.652

-16.097

4.9311

-1.075

0.5769

-0.1427

9

1

4

1.9489

-3.2533

-0.3492

2.1178

-0.1354

-0.3757

0.0514

9

1

5

7.991

-30.207

41.672

-24.493

5.3435

-0.152

0.0089

10

1

1

-3.9721

14.062

-17.754

9.2722

-1.8054

0.2736

-0.203

10

1

2

8.4713

-24.713

25.511

-9.701

0.0725

0.4257

-0.0368

10

1

3

-11.012

34.441

-39.585

19.512

-3.3619

0.0494

0.0207

10

1

4

4.5262

-13.455

13.801

-4.8612

-0.186

0.1937

0.0461

10

1

5

-8.8257

26.867

-29.562

14.203

-2.9479

0.2848

0.0345

10

1

6

14.757

-42.954

44.503

-20.043

4.5686

-0.8489

0.1552
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A-4

Pole Figures for Beam Segments from Table 7

Figure 16: Pole figures for segment one of Table 7.
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Figure 17: Pole figures for segment two of Table 7.
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Figure 18: Pole figures for segment three of Table 7.
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Figure 19: Pole figures for segment four of Table 7.
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Figure 20: Pole figures for segment five of Table 7.
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Figure 21: Pole figures for segment six of Table 7.
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Figure 22: Pole figures for segment seven of Table 7.
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Figure 23: Pole figures for segment eight of Table 7.
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A-4

Code for Calculating Deflection with the Chain Algorithm

/* Chain Algorithm calculator for large compliant beam deflections */
#include<math.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<stdio.h>
double E[8];
double l;
double w;
double c;
double ys[8];
int yi;
double I;
double def[31];
int chain()
{
double M[8];
double Mr;
double Th[8];
double De[8];
double Thc;
double F;
int i,j,k;
k=0;
yi=30;
for(i=6;i<31;i++)
{
I=w * c * c * c / 12;
j=0;
F=0.1 * i / 3.0;
Mr=F * l;
do
{
M[0]=Mr-F * l / 8.0;
Th[0]=(F * l * l + 2.0 * 8.0 * M[0] * l)/(2.0 * 8.0 * 8.0 * E[0] * I);
De[0]=(F * l * l * l)/(3.0 * 8.0 * 8.0 * 8.0 * E[0] * I);
De[0]+=(l * l * M[0])/(2.0 * 8.0 * 8.0 * E[0] * I);
Thc=Th[0];
M[1]=M[0] - F * l * cos(Thc) / 8.0;
Th[1]=(F * l * l * cos(Thc) + 16.0 * M[1] * l)/(128.0 * E[1] * I);
De[1]=(F * l * l * l * cos(Thc) * cos(Thc))/(24.0 * 64.0 * E[1] * I);
De[1]+=(l * l * M[1] * cos(Thc))/(128.0 * E[1] * I);
De[1]+=l * sin(Thc) / 8.0;
Thc+=Th[1];
M[2]=M[1] - F * l * cos(Thc) / 8.0;
Th[2]=(F * l * l * cos(Thc) + 16.0 * M[2] * l)/(128.0 * E[2] * I);
De[2]=(F * l * l * l * cos(Thc) * cos(Thc))/(24.0 * 64.0 * E[2] * I);
De[2]+=(l * l * M[2] * cos(Thc))/(128.0 * E[2] * I);
De[2]+=l * sin(Thc) / 8.0;
Thc+=Th[2];
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M[3]=M[2] - F * l * cos(Thc) / 8.0;
Th[3]=(F * l * l * cos(Thc) + 16.0 * M[3] * l)/(128.0 * E[3] * I);
De[3]=(F * l * l * l * cos(Thc) * cos(Thc))/(24.0 * 64.0 * E[3] * I);
De[3]+=(l * l * M[3] * cos(Thc))/(128.0 * E[3] * I);
De[3]+=l * sin(Thc) / 8.0;
Thc+=Th[3];
M[4]=M[3] - F * l * cos(Thc) / 8.0;
Th[4]=(F * l * l * cos(Thc) + 16.0 * M[4] * l)/(128.0 * E[4] * I);
De[4]=(F * l * l * l * cos(Thc) * cos(Thc))/(24.0 * 64.0 * E[4] * I);
De[4]+=(l * l * M[4] * cos(Thc))/(128.0 * E[4] * I);
De[4]+=l * sin(Thc) / 8.0;
Thc+=Th[4];
M[5]=M[4] - F * l * cos(Thc) / 8.0;
Th[5]=(F * l * l * cos(Thc) + 16.0 * M[5] * l)/(128.0 * E[5] * I);
De[5]=(F * l * l * l * cos(Thc) * cos(Thc))/(24.0 * 64.0 * E[5] * I);
De[5]+=(l * l * M[5] * cos(Thc))/(128.0 * E[5] * I);
De[5]+=l * sin(Thc) / 8.0;
Thc+=Th[5];
M[6]=M[5] - F * l * cos(Thc) / 8.0;
Th[6]=(F * l * l * cos(Thc) + 16.0 * M[6] * l)/(128.0 * E[6] * I);
De[6]=(F * l * l * l * cos(Thc) * cos(Thc))/(24.0 * 64.0 * E[6] * I);
De[6]+=(l * l * M[6] * cos(Thc))/(128.0 * E[6] * I);
De[6]+=l * sin(Thc) / 8.0;
Thc+=Th[6];
M[7]=M[6] - F * l * cos(Thc) / 8.0;
Th[7]=(F * l * l * cos(Thc) + 16.0 * M[7] * l)/(128.0 * E[7] * I);
De[7]=(F * l * l * l * cos(Thc) * cos(Thc))/(24.0 * 64.0 * E[7] * I);
De[7]+=(l * l * M[7] * cos(Thc))/(128.0 * E[7] * I);
De[7]+=l * sin(Thc) / 8.0;
if(M[7]<Mr/(1.0E7))
{
if(M[7]>-Mr/(1.0E7))
{
j=1;
}
}
Mr=Mr-M[7]/100;

}

}

}
while(j==0);
def[i]=100.0 * (De[0]+De[1]+De[2]+De[3]+De[4]+De[5]+De[6]+De[7]);
if(k==0)
{
if(def[i]>3.0)
{
yi=i;
k=1;
i=29;
ys[0]=Mr * c / (2.0 * I);
ys[1]=M[0] * c / (2.0 * I);
ys[2]=M[1] * c / (2.0 * I);
ys[3]=M[2] * c / (2.0 * I);
ys[4]=M[3] * c / (2.0 * I);
ys[5]=M[4] * c / (2.0 * I);
ys[6]=M[5] * c / (2.0 * I);
ys[7]=M[6] * c / (2.0 * I);
}
}
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A-5

Code for Bounding Real Microstructures

#include<stdlib.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#include<time.h>
#include<math.h>
#define PI 3.14159265359
#define TL 0.001
#define DIM 22
#define PTS 729
#define INFILE "D22_pt"
double Pt[PTS][DIM];
double OptD[DIM];
double OptN[DIM];
double Basis[DIM][DIM];
double X1, X2, X3, X4, X[DIM];
double Amat[DIM][DIM];
double Bc[DIM];
double nnv3[DIM];
long Upt[DIM];
int LoadPt()
{
FILE *inf;
long h, g;
inf=fopen(INFILE,"r");
for(h=0;h<PTS;h++)
{
for(g=0;g<DIM+3;g++)
{
fscanf(inf,"%lf\n",&Pt[h][g]);
}
}
fclose(inf);
return(1);
}
int addtobasis(long ptn, int ptps)
{
long ai, aj, al, am, ar;
double av[DIM];
double aa, ab, ac;
double msum, nprd;
for(ai=0;ai<(ptps+1);ai++)
{
aa=0.0;
for(aj=0;aj<DIM;aj++)
{
aa+= Pt[ptn][aj] * Basis[ai][aj];
}
Amat[ai][ptps]=aa;
}
for(ai=0;ai<DIM;ai++)
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{
av[ai]=Pt[ptn][ai];
for(aj=0;aj<(ptps+1);aj++)
{
av[ai]+=((-1) * Amat[aj][ptps] * Basis[aj][ai]);
}
}
ab=0.0;
for(ai=0;ai<DIM;ai++)
{
ab+=av[ai] * av[ai];
}
if((ptps+1)<DIM)
{
Amat[(ptps+1)][ptps]=sqrt(ab);
for(ai=0;ai<DIM;ai++)
{
Basis[(ptps+1)][ai]=av[ai] / sqrt(ab);
}
al=0;
for(ai=0;ai<ptps;ai++)
{
msum=0.0;
for(aj=0;aj<(ai+1);aj++)
{
nprd=1.0;
for(am=0;am<(ai-aj);am++)
{
nprd*=Bc[(ai-am)];
}
msum+=Amat[(ptps-ai)][(ptps-aj)] * nprd;
}
Bc[(ai+1)]= (-1) * (Amat[(ptps-ai)][(ptps-ai-1)]) / msum;
if((Bc[(ai+1)])<0.00)return(2);
if((Bc[(ai+1)])==0.00)return(3);
}
if(al==0)return(0);
}
if((ptps+1)==DIM)
{
al=0;
for(ai=0;ai<ptps;ai++)
{
msum=0.0;
for(aj=0;aj<(ai+1);aj++)
{
nprd=1.0;
for(am=0;am<(ai-aj);am++)
{
nprd*=Bc[(ai-am)];
}
msum+=Amat[(ptps-ai)][(ptps-aj)] * nprd;
}
Bc[(ai+1)]= (-1) * (Amat[(ptps-ai)][(ptps-ai-1)]) / msum;
if((Bc[(ai+1)])<0.00)return(2);
if((Bc[(ai+1)])==0.00)return(3);
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}
if(al==0)return(0);
}
return(1);
}
double calcsol()
{
long i, j;
X1=Amat[0][0] + Amat[0][1] * Bc[(DIM-1)];
X2=Bc[(DIM-1)];
for(i=2;i<DIM;i++)
{
X2=Bc[DIM-i] * X2;
X1+=Amat[0][i] * X2;
}
X3=1.0/X1;
X[0]=X3;
for(j=1;j<DIM;j++)
{
X[j]=Bc[(DIM-j)] * X[(j-1)];
X3+=X[j];
}
X4=1.0/X3;
return(X4);
}
int plnor()
{
int i, j;
double nnv1[DIM], nnv2[DIM], pm;
nnv1[0]=1.0;
for(i=1;i<(DIM);i++)
{
nnv1[i]=(X4)/Amat[i][(i-1)];
for(j=0;j<i;j++)
{
nnv1[i]+=(-1)*(nnv1[j]*Amat[j][(i-1)])/Amat[i][(i-1)];
}
}
for(i=0;i<DIM;i++)
{
nnv2[i]=Basis[0][i];
for(j=0;j<(DIM-1);j++)
{
nnv2[i]+=nnv1[j+1]*Basis[j+1][i];
}
}
pm=0.0;
for(i=0;i<DIM;i++)
{
pm+=nnv2[i] * nnv2[i];
}
for(i=0;i<DIM;i++)
{
nnv3[i]=nnv2[i]/pm;
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}
}
double rvt(double slen)
{
long ri, rj, rk, rl, rm, O[DIM], rn, rp, rq, rgr;
int hg;
double ra, rb, rc, rd;
ra=0.0;
for(ri=0;ri<DIM;ri++)
{
if(OptD[ri]<(TL/1000.0))
{
if(OptD[ri]>(-TL/1000.0))
{
OptD[ri]=TL/1000.0;
}
}
ra+= OptD[ri] * OptD[ri];
}
slen=sqrt(ra);
for(ri=0;ri<DIM;ri++)
{
OptN[ri]= OptD[ri] / (slen);
Basis[0][ri]= OptN[ri];
}
rc=-100.0;
for(rj=0;rj<PTS;rj++)
{
rb=0.0;
for(ri=0;ri<DIM;ri++)
{
rb+=Basis[0][ri] * Pt[rj][ri];
}
if(rb>rc)
{
rc=rb;
Upt[0]=rj;
}
}
rgr=rc;
addtobasis(Upt[0],0);
rn=1;
while(rn<(DIM-1))
{
hg=0;
rc=0.0;
for(rj=0;rj<PTS;rj++)
{
rp=addtobasis(rj,rn);
if(Amat[0][rn]>0)
{
if(rp<1)
{
if(Amat[rn][rn]<rc)
{
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rc=Amat[rn][rn];
Upt[rn]=rj;
hg++;
break;
}
}
}
}
addtobasis(Upt[rn],rn);
rn++;
/*fprintf(stderr,"%d",rn);
*/
if(hg<1){return(rgr); fprintf(stderr,"Problem\n");}
}
rk=0;
rb=0.0;
/*fprintf(stderr,"\n\nCycling\n\n");*/
while(rk<DIM)
{
rk++;
for(rj=0;rj<PTS;rj++)
{
rl=addtobasis(rj,rn);
if(rl<1)
{
rd=calcsol();
if(rd>rb)
{
rk=0;
rb=rd;
Upt[rn]=rj;
if(rb>slen+0.1)return(slen);
}
}
}
for(rq=0;rq<DIM;rq++)
{
O[rq]=Upt[rq];
}
for(rq=0;rq<(DIM-1);rq++)
{
Upt[rq]=O[rq+1];
}
Upt[rn]=O[0];
for(rq=0;rq<(DIM-1);rq++)
{
addtobasis(Upt[rq],rq);
}
}
X4=rb;
return(rb);
}
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A-6

Code for Simulated Annealing Algorithm used in Chapter 6

#include<time.h>
#include"chain.h"
#include"rvta.h"
#define DEN 2.71E3
#define VAR 179
#define IT 250
#define ELH 0.0
#define YF (34000000.0 / 3.00)
#define KA 11.224073E10
#define KB (-0.197859E10)
#define KC (0.295698E10)
#define KD (-0.391176E10)
double cs[8], cb[8];
double Opt;
double Weight;
double ditg;
double DefMax;
double HalfcmD;
double Yield, ya;
int yb, yc;
double bung[22][7];
double v[VAR], vo[VAR];
double mod(double F1, double F2, double F3)
{
double modu;
modu= 0.6147 * (KA + KB * F1 + KC * F2 + KD * F3 );
return(modu);
}
double anal()
{
Weight = l * w * c * DEN;
Opt=Weight;
DefMax = def[30];
if(DefMax<3.00){Opt+=(3.0-DefMax) * 1E4;}
HalfcmD = def[6];
if(HalfcmD>1.00){Opt+=(HalfcmD-1.0) * 1E4;}
Yield=0.8;
for(yb=0;yb<8;yb++)
{
ya=ys[yb]/cs[yb];
if(ya>Yield){Yield=ya; yc=yb;}
}
if(Yield>1.0){Opt+=(Yield - 1.0) * 1E4;}
if((w/c)>20.0){Opt+=((w/c)-20.0) * 1E4;}
if((l/w)>20.0){Opt+=((l/w)-20.0) * 1E4;}
return(Opt);
}
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double loadbung()
{
FILE *bunge;
int i, j, k, l;
bunge=fopen("taybungeNew.txt","r");
for(i=0;i<DIM+1;i++)
{
fscanf(bunge,"%lf",&bung[i][6]);
fscanf(bunge,"%lf",&bung[i][5]);
fscanf(bunge,"%lf",&bung[i][4]);
fscanf(bunge,"%lf",&bung[i][3]);
fscanf(bunge,"%lf",&bung[i][2]);
fscanf(bunge,"%lf",&bung[i][1]);
fscanf(bunge,"%lf",&bung[i][0]);
}
fprintf(stderr,"%lf - **\n",bung[0][3]);
fprintf(stderr,"%lf - **\n",bung[DIM][5]);
}
double tayq(double q, int stv)
{
int ti, tj;
double value, value1, value2;
value=0.0;
value+=bung[0][0] + bung[0][1] * q + bung[0][2] * q * q + bung[0][3] * q * q * q;
value+=bung[0][4] * q * q * q * q + bung[0][5] * q * q * q * q * q;
value+=bung[0][6] * q * q * q * q * q * q;
for(ti=0;ti<DIM;ti++)
{
value1=0.0;
value1+=bung[ti+1][0] + bung[ti+1][1] * q + bung[ti+1][2] * q * q + bung[ti+1][3] * q *
q * q;
value1+=bung[ti+1][4] * q * q * q *q + bung[ti+1][5] * q * q * q * q * q;
value1+=bung[ti+1][6] * q * q * q * q * q * q;
value+=value1 * vo[stv+ti];
}
return(value);
}
double tay(int stvf)
{
double h, g, tmina;
tmina=100;
for(h=0;h<1.0001;h+=0.005)
{
g=tayq(h,stvf);
if(g<tmina)
{
tmina=g;
}
}
return(tmina);
}
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int recalc()
{
E[0]=mod(vo[3],vo[4],vo[5]);
E[1]=mod(vo[3],vo[4],vo[5]);
E[2]=mod(vo[3],vo[4],vo[5]);
E[3]=mod(vo[3],vo[4],vo[5]);
E[4]=mod(vo[3],vo[4],vo[5]);
E[5]=mod(vo[3],vo[4],vo[5]);
E[6]=mod(vo[3],vo[4],vo[5]);
E[7]=mod(vo[3],vo[4],vo[5]);
cs[0]=tay(3) * YF;
cs[1]=tay(3) * YF;
cs[2]=tay(3) * YF;
cs[3]=tay(3) * YF;
cs[4]=tay(3) * YF;
cs[5]=tay(3) * YF;
cs[6]=tay(3) * YF;
cs[7]=tay(3) * YF;
l=vo[0];
w=vo[1];
c=vo[2];
return(1);
}
int main()
{
FILE *out;
int c1, c2, i1, i2, c3, i3, i4, i5, i6, c4, t1, t2, t3, dv;
double t4, t5, t6;
double tst, tst2, tst3;
double rang[VAR];
srand((unsigned)time(NULL));
out=fopen("NtexB250_A.txt","w");
LoadPt();
loadbung();
v[0]=0.361492;
v[1]=0.024042;
v[2]=0.001295;
vo[0]=v[0];
vo[1]=v[1];
vo[2]=v[2];
for(i1=3;i1<VAR;i1++)
{
v[i1]=0.00;
vo[i1]=0.00;
rang[i1]=0.25;
}
rang[0]=0.025;
rang[1]=0.0025;
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rang[2]=0.00025;
c4=0;
recalc();
chain();
tst=anal();
for(c2=0;c2<10 * IT;c2++)
{
for(c3=0;c3<VAR;c3++)
{
vo[c3]=v[c3];
}
if(tst<0.0295)
{
i2=((rand() / (RAND_MAX + 1E-8))) * 0;
i3=((rand() / (RAND_MAX + 1E-8))) * 22;
t1=((rand() / (RAND_MAX + 1E-8))) * 729;
t4=((rand() / (RAND_MAX + 1E-8))) * rang[4] * (1.2-(c2/(10 * IT)));
for(i4=0;i4<22;i4++)
{
OptD[i4]=v[(3+ i2 * 22 + i4)] + Pt[t1][i4] * t4;
}
t4=t4/4.0;
OptD[i3]+=((rand() / (RAND_MAX + 1E-8))) * t4 * 2 - t4;
ditg=rvt(10.0);
for(i4=0;i4<22;i4++)
{
vo[(3+(i2*22)+i4)]= ditg * OptN[i4];
}}
for(t3=0;t3<((1000.0/(c2+10)) + 10);t3++)
{
vo[0]=v[0];
vo[1]=v[1];
vo[2]=v[2];
i2=((rand() / (RAND_MAX + 1E-8))) * 3;
vo[i2]+=(((rand() / (RAND_MAX + 1E-8))) * 2 * rang[i2]) - rang[i2];
recalc();
chain();
tst2=anal();
if(tst2<tst)
{
tst=tst2;
for(i4=0;i4<VAR;i4++)
{
v[i4]=vo[i4];
c4=0;
}
}
}
ditg=tay(3);
fprintf(stderr,"%d\t %lf\t %lf\t %lf\t %lf\t",c2,v[0],v[1],v[2],tst);
fprintf(stderr," %lf\n",ditg);
}
fprintf(out,"%d\t %lf\t %lf\t %lf\t %lf\n",c2,v[0],v[1],v[2],tst);
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fprintf(out,"E%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",E[0],E[1],E[2],E[3]);
fprintf(out,"E%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",E[4],E[5],E[6],E[7]);
fprintf(out,"cs%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",cs[0],cs[1],cs[2],cs[3]);
fprintf(out,"cs%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",cs[4],cs[5],cs[6],cs[7]);
dv=0;
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[3+dv],v[4+dv],v[5+dv],v[6+dv],v[7+dv],v[8+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[9+dv],v[10+dv],v[11+dv],v[12+dv],v[13+dv],v[14+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[15+dv],v[16+dv],v[17+dv],v[18+dv],v[19+dv],v[20+dv]);
dv+=18;
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[3+dv],v[4+dv],v[5+dv],v[6+dv],v[7+dv],v[8+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[9+dv],v[10+dv],v[11+dv],v[12+dv],v[13+dv],v[14+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[15+dv],v[16+dv],v[17+dv],v[18+dv],v[19+dv],v[20+dv]);
dv+=18;
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[3+dv],v[4+dv],v[5+dv],v[6+dv],v[7+dv],v[8+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[9+dv],v[10+dv],v[11+dv],v[12+dv],v[13+dv],v[14+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[15+dv],v[16+dv],v[17+dv],v[18+dv],v[19+dv],v[20+dv]);
dv+=18;
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[3+dv],v[4+dv],v[5+dv],v[6+dv],v[7+dv],v[8+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[9+dv],v[10+dv],v[11+dv],v[12+dv],v[13+dv],v[14+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[15+dv],v[16+dv],v[17+dv],v[18+dv],v[19+dv],v[20+dv]);
dv+=18;
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[3+dv],v[4+dv],v[5+dv],v[6+dv],v[7+dv],v[8+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[9+dv],v[10+dv],v[11+dv],v[12+dv],v[13+dv],v[14+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[15+dv],v[16+dv],v[17+dv],v[18+dv],v[19+dv],v[20+dv]);
dv+=18;
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[3+dv],v[4+dv],v[5+dv],v[6+dv],v[7+dv],v[8+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[9+dv],v[10+dv],v[11+dv],v[12+dv],v[13+dv],v[14+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[15+dv],v[16+dv],v[17+dv],v[18+dv],v[19+dv],v[20+dv]);
dv+=18;
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[3+dv],v[4+dv],v[5+dv],v[6+dv],v[7+dv],v[8+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[9+dv],v[10+dv],v[11+dv],v[12+dv],v[13+dv],v[14+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[15+dv],v[16+dv],v[17+dv],v[18+dv],v[19+dv],v[20+dv]);
dv+=18;
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[3+dv],v[4+dv],v[5+dv],v[6+dv],v[7+dv],v[8+dv]);
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fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[9+dv],v[10+dv],v[11+dv],v[12+dv],v[13+dv],v[14+dv]);
fprintf(out,"v%d
%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",dv,v[15+dv],v[16+dv],v[17+dv],v[18+dv],v[19+dv],v[20+dv]);
}
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